
december 19, 2017 boston, ma   P3 Software’s print management system was designed to take the complexity 
out of sourcing, bidding and tracking print jobs. Now the minds at P3 are fresh off their latest efficiency-enhancing 
task: streamlining P3 itself. To create a more useful and user-friendly experience, P3 solicited user feedback and 
responded with software modifications, updates and useful new tools to make navigating the complex world of 
print even easier for your operations.

Industry-leading P3 print 
management software gets 
a customer-led makeover

Introducing new features added to our industry-
leading application:

•  NEW look and feel to enhance the user experience

•  NEW forms creatively designed and customizable 
with your logo and color palette

•  NEW document review feature, optimized for 
ease of use

•  Additional system and project management controls

New tools include:

•  Tax Manager allowing users to add and itemize 
multiple national, state and provincial taxes

•  Paper Manager to catalog, price and source stock 
right from the P3 interface 

•  P3 Connect, a critical new feature that takes online 
job starts from clients and feeds them directly into 
P3  learn more >

All new forms branded with your logo and color palette
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About P3 Software: p3software.com has been providing organizations with print management solutions for over 15 years. With a deep 
background in the print industry, our key products focus on streamlining the print sourcing and buying process creating efficiencies and 
cost savings for organizations of all kinds. P3 currently supports over 2,000 users in 9 countries.
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Introducing P3Connect, bringing the 
power of P3 to a customer-facing portal

Receiving and 
processing job 
starts online 

provides tremendous advantages. The speed and 
efficiency for both clients and print managers is 
enormous, avoiding endless email chains and various 
file transfer systems that get in the way of providing 
immediate customer service.

To meet this need, P3 introduces P3Connect, a powerful 
tool providing P3 system users with a high-utility client-
facing portal for RFQs (Request For Quote) and job 
orders, feeding directly into the P3 system. It features 
form templates branded with your logo and style offered 
through your website. P3Connect provides a simple, 
seamless experience and places job requests directly 
into operations and sales rather than routing through 

unnecessary channels. On the back-end P3 system 
users can send out bids, review pricing and markup the 
job to generate professional-looking, branded proposals. 

We’re excited about the latest improvements to P3, and 
the enhancements to our core software are available 
at no extra charge. For those with more specialized 
or robust needs, P3’s upgraded suite of products like 
P3Connect will help print managers offer a more 
comprehensive suite of services to their clients while 
taking advantage of the efficiency of the P3 system.

To see why leading companies in the financial, education, 
government and retail industries as well as print 
production professionals everywhere rely on P3, call a 
product expert at 508.315.8000 for a quick discussion 
or demonstration of how P3 can work for you.
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Customers can 
now enter RFQ’s 
directly into the P3 
system, saving you 
time and effort
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